
These columns will display the following information:

• Pieces: The quantity on hand 

• Arriving Pieces: The quantity of items in Pickup Orders  
  or Purchase Orders that are coming to the warehouse

• Requested Pieces: The quantity of on-hand items that   
   are included in Sales Orders 

• Requested Arriving Pieces: Of the arriving pieces, 
  this is the quantity that is sold and included in Sales Orders

To calculate the total quantity of inventory you have available 

to sell, start with the number of pieces and add arriving pieces, 

subtract Requested Pieces and subtract Requested Arriving Pieces:

In this example, there are a total of 55 Pieces on hand, 458 

Arriving Pieces, 4 Requested Pieces, and 1 Requested Arriving 

Piece. The total pieces available to sell are 508:

55 + 458 - 4 - 1 = 508

2. Inventory Views

To view the inventory for any individual item, select the item 

and right-click on it (or go to Actions > View Inventory). 

This shows what is on hand for this part number. 

To view the details of inventory that is arriving, select the item 

and right-click on it (or go to Actions > View Arriving Items). 

This shows what is arriving for this part number.
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Inventory Reports
What information is locked in your inventory data? Know more 

than just where items are. Know what is on hand and available 

to be shipped, what is on its way to your warehouse, or what is 

already placed in a Sales Order. How many items do you have from 

the same manufacturer or supplier in case of a recall? 

There are many reports in your Magaya database that can show 

you all this information and more. You can view the inventory in 

your warehouse in different ways. 

Working with the Inventory Item Reports

1. The List View

In the Inventory Item Definitions list, you can see the amount 

of pieces on hand, what is arriving, and what is sold. The list of 

inventory items in the Inventory Item Definitions list is dynamic; 

the details are updated as items are received in the warehouse 

or shipped out. 

To view this information, make these columns visible by clicking on 

the Actions button and selecting “Choose Columns.” In the dialog 

box that opens, place a checkmark in the following columns: 

• Pieces, 

• Arriving Pieces, 

• Requested Pieces, and 

• Requested Arriving Pieces

+ Pieces (On Hand)
+ Arriving Pieces                     
-- Requested Pieces
-- Requested Arriving Pieces

= Total Pieces Available to Sell
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The Summary view of the “In and Out” report shows one line 

per part number, initial inventory (Start), items in, items out, and 

ending inventory quantity:

In the Detailed report view, the transactions are visible for each part 

number, such as WRs that brought items in, and CRs or shipments that 

sent items out. Total in and out inventory will also display:

You can select columns in these reports to show other 

information such as location in the warehouse.

Other reports can be generated in the “Other Reports” option 

in the Actions list such as reports by manufacturer, for example, 

so you can see how many items you have from the same 

manufacturer. All the information used to define an inventory item 

is available for a report.

With the inventory reports in your Magaya database, you can 

gain valuable visibility into your data.

This option is only active for items with quantities greater than 

zero. This will display the status of the item, a description, package 

type, dimensions and other information. Reports can also be made 

from this view also. The totals are dynamic; they reflect changes in 

quantities as the items are received or released. The total quantity 

of pieces in Inventory Item Definitions list should match the quantity 

of on-hand pieces.  

3. In and Out Reports

The “In and Out” reports show how much cargo is on hand, or 

was delivered. These reports can be used to forecast quantities 

that you need to buy to fulfill demand during certain time periods. 

If you are providing distribution for a customer, you can email 

the report to them from your Magaya system.

For each part number in the “In and Out” report, you will see 

the inventory you have at the beginning of the time period 

selected, the quantity that arrived in a Warehouse Receipt (WR) 

during that time, the quantity  released for that time period, 

and inventory remaining at the end of that time period. This report 

shows item quantities as of the date you select in the date range. 

You can create reports for a past time period also. 

To create an “In and Out” report, go to the Inventory Item Definitions 

list, click on the Actions button, select Reports, and “In and Out” 

reports (detailed or summary):




